Sample Portfolio:
Ear Cleaning
Cleaning Process
You can use a home mixture of warm water and white vinegar or a purchased product made for cleaning
ears. It is best to get a product that is for canines since some products sold for humans or other animals
may have drying chemicals that aren’t good for dog skin.
Put a large clean towel on the floor and place your dog on top. Use a dropper to release the cleaner into
the ear. Wash your hands thoroughly and/or use latex or nitrile gloves. Work the liquid into the ear and
skin with your hand. This massage process works the solution into the ear and keeps it warm.
Allow the liquid to run further down into the ear and repeat this process if you don’t feel the debris has
been well loosened. Release your dog and chances are, he will shake his head vigorously and rub his
head on anything nearby, including you! Try to direct him to rub against the clean towel on the floor or
in the bathtub.
Start cleaning the inside of the ears with a soft cloth. You never want to use a cotton swab on an ear as
it can shove bacteria deeper and cause even more problems. Moe the cloth in a gentle circular motion
on the inside of the ear instead.
Inspect the ear and see if there is any sign of more dirt. If so, repeat the process and be especially sure
to allow the dog to shake and rub. Your dog will do a better cleaning job than you will if given space
after the cleaning solution is introduced!
Dry the ears with a fresh soft cloth or a hairdryer. Make sure the ears are mostly dry to discourage the
production of yeast.
Preventing Future Issues
An upright-eared dog will typically need more frequent ear cleaning than a dog with floppy ears. By
doing cleanings 2-3 times per week you can make the cleaning process very easy and prevent buildup.
An infection can be costly to treat and of course, few dogs enjoy a trip to the vet. You and your dog will
appreciate avoiding a vet trip!
Once you get the hang of it, cleaning your dog’s ears will become a fairly simple process and probably…..

…… These Sea turtles are already in danger simply because their habit and feeding area is limited and
they have a slow reproduction rate. Some years the survival rate of hatchlings is not high. Some turtles
are lost to natural predators, especially during their growing stage.

The biggest threat comes from humans who harvest their eggs and meat to eat or take over the beaches
for recreation or commercial purposes and threaten the nests. Some turtles are accidentally caught by
fishing gear. At one time it was legal to hunt These Sea turtles for their splendid and colorful shells.
The beaches where they nest are destroyed by waste from commercial operations nearby as well as
trash from beachgoers. There are practices that destroy the coral reefs and sponge growth, such as
dynamite fishing where explosives are used along the reefs to quickly kill large amounts of fish and sea
animals for harvest.
Study of Sea turtles
Eggs have been found under leaves and other vegetation, though this makes the trip to the sea more
difficult for the hatchlings. Due to their scarcity as adults, it would be illegal to remove the eggs.
Scientists must study the turtles, the eggs and the emerging babies in their natural habitat.
The remains of the eggs provide critical nutrients to the ecosystem of the coast including the beach
grasses and coastal trees. Egg remnants and hatchlings that do not survive are food for natural
predators. Nitrogen and other nutritive benefits are then passed to the soil, sand, and environment
naturally.
Essentially, though, scientists have found that these turtles contribute to their environment in every way
from the hatchling stage to adulthood. It is important to preserve these turtles for their appearance and
their contributions to the ecology of their habitats.

*
…There are quite a number of items to decide on before you leave for your camper trip with
cats. You should already have crates and they should be large enough for your cat to turn
around in and stand up. If you won’t be able to stop for long periods of time, you will have to
decide if you want a portable litter box station inside one or more large crates or if you want to
put small litter boxes inside larger crates for each cat. Other gear to consider includes:







Clean bedding
Towels for cleanup
Food and water bowls
Favorite toys
Cat harnesses and leashes
Litter boxes, litter, and scoops

Arranging Setup

Before you leave for your trip, study your camper and think about where items will be located or
stored. Where will you put litter boxes or crates? Do you have areas under an existing table or
inside a bathroom that would be usable? Can you make special easy-reach areas by modifying
built-in furniture? If you may need to make stops for naps or fuel, don’t place large items where
you won’t be able to get to all parts of the camper.
You may have one arrangement plan that will work during travel and another that will be in
place when you stop for overnights. If so, practice setting up for that before you actually go and
see how well it works. Bring your cats in and familiarize them with everything before you go on a
real trip.
Troubleshooting
If you have a cat that does well at home but tends to use claws while on the road, a claw trim
before the trip can help. If that isn’t enough, you can purchase special caps for claws that can
be attached to…
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